I’m so afraid Mom is
going to get hypothermia
by fiddling with the
thermostat.
Tom’s always cold and
keeps the furnace blasting
all winter. Our heating bill
is through the roof!

The locked box
just makes him
so angry.
These
thermostat wars
are like a constant
ping pong game!

Is it too much
to ask for a simple
thermostat that
anybody can use?

CLICK TO
ORDER

Introducing the Jeeves™ Thermostat Model 1.0
from CogPro, the ultimate in user-friendly interface.
Jeeves is a smart thermostat that works for everyone in any old house with electricity and a
telephone — no Wi-Fi needed.
Designed for people living in their own homes with Alzheimer’s disease,
Jeeves ensures a safe, stress-free and satisfying quality of life for both the
user and the caregiver.
Unlike other smart thermostats, CogPro’s Jeeves™ Thermostat is deeply
familiar in appearance and operation, so there’s nothing new to learn. The
device ignores “fiddling” and allows the user to safely control their own
comfort level within a programmed range of heat settings, so it can never
be too hot or too cold.
The caregiver is able to monitor the usage tracked by the thermostat —
from a computer, tablet or phone in the same room or across the continent —
and respond to alerts sent by the device.
Reserve your CogPro Jeeves™ Thermostat now.
Be among the first to own this revolutionary smart thermostat (expected shipping date
December 2017.)
A refundable C$27 deposit toward a Jeeves™ Thermostat Model 1, taxes and shipping
included, will place you at the top of our waiting list. In the meantime, we invite you to
follow our development and contribute to our final design as we turn our
ideas into the best, most user-friendly smart thermostat the world
has seen.

QUESTIONS?

Visit our website at cogpro.ca.
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